Numerical Study on Thermal-Hydraulic Performance of Printed Circuit Heat Exchangers during Natural Gas Trans-Critical Liquefaction
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Abstract: Printed Circuit Heat Exchangers (PCHEs) are considered an excellent alternative for the main cryogenic heat exchanger of Floating Liquefied Natural Gas (FLNG) facilities due to their compact structure and strong heat transfer performance. However, it is unclear how to configure the geometry of the PCHE channels to achieve its optimal performance in the trans-critical liquefaction process of natural gas (NG), which is critical for the main heat exchanger. In this paper, we numerically studied the thermal-hydraulic characteristics of PCHEs with different channel types under the specified condition. The results elucidate that all channels have an enhancement of heat transfer near the pseudo-critical point of NG. All the wavy channels could improve the heat transfer performance of PCHEs, where the trapezoidal channel achieves the largest promotion. Compared with the straight channel, the local heat transfer coefficient could be increased by up to 53% in the trapezoidal channel. Additionally, vortex appeared at the bends of the wavy channels, which greatly increase the local friction loss. Among several channels, the total pressure drop of zigzag, fillet and the sinusoidal channel was almost the same, while that of the trapezoidal channel was the largest. Furthermore, we compared the comprehensive performance of different types of channels and found that the benefit of heat transfer enhancement could not offset the penalty of flow deterioration. Our work provides important guidance for the design of PCHEs employed in FLNG.
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1. Introduction

Natural gas (NG) has become increasingly essential among the major energy resources due to the low emission of harmful products and high calorific value [1–3]. About 20% of NG reservoirs are located under the sea [4], conventional exploitation through submarine pipelines has the disadvantages of large investment, difficulty in remote control and low security [5]. To tackle these problems, Floating Liquefied Natural Gas (FLNG) facilities have been designed [6]. The liquefaction process of the extracted natural gas which takes place in the main heat exchanger is the key part of the FLNG plant, and the performance of the main heat exchanger would directly affect the economy and applicability of the entire operation of the facility. Recently, the printed circuit heat exchanger (PCHE) has been widely investigated on account of its compact structure, reduced leakage, cryogenic and large pressure endurance and high heat transfer efficiency [7], which could well fulfill the needs of FLNG for the main heat exchanger [7,8].

PCHEs are characterized by their unique manufacturing process [9]. The micro-channels inside PCHEs are processed on the metal substrates using photochemical etching technology. A semi-circle is usually selected as the cross-section of micro-channels, whose
diameter ranges from 0.5 mm to 2.0 mm. The thickness of the substrates is about 1.5 mm and the length of the fluid channel is generally set as hundreds of millimeters, allowing PCHEs to have extremely high compactness (up to 2500 m$^2$/m$^3$) and heat transfer efficiency (up to 0.98) [10,11]. Under the same heat transfer area density, the weight and volume of PCHEs are about 1/5 of the shell and tube heat exchangers [8]. Counter-flow type is mostly employed in PCHEs, because it shows the best thermal performance among the three main flow types, i.e., crossflow, parallel flow and counter-flow [12]. The processed metal plates are stacked together through vacuum diffusion welding, which gives the PCHEs a comparable strength to parent materials [9]. Due to their specific structure, PCHEs have a strong endurance with low temperatures (down to -200 °C) and high pressure (up to 60.0 MPa) [10].

Most of the recent studies focused on high-temperature and high-pressure operating conditions, where the working fluids were in a single phase throughout the heat transfer process [13–16]. Ma et al. [13] investigated the dynamic response characteristics of PCHE at high temperatures and compared the equilibrium times of PCHEs under different boundary conditions. Shin et al. [14] constructed a high-pressure test system to study the influence of operating pressure on the flow and heat transfer performance. Palko et al. [15] used supercritical water as a working fluid to explore the effect of buoyancy forces on heat transfer deterioration in PCHEs. Aneesh et al. [16] numerically investigated the effect of the channel geometry on the thermal-hydraulic characteristics of PCHEs, and the results indicated that the trapezoidal channels had the best heat transfer performance and largest friction loss.

Several works further explore the flow and heat transfer characteristics of PCHEs with phase transition of working fluids [4,17,18]. Kwon et al. [17] studied the single-phase (N$_2$-N$_2$), boiling (N$_2$-liquefied N$_2$) and condensation (CO$_2$-He) heat transfer process in PCHEs in an ultra-low temperature environment. Additionally, the empirical heat transfer correlations are proposed or modified at each experimental condition. As for the studies of PCHEs employed in the field of the NG industry, the PCHEs are most utilized as vaporizers of liquefied natural gas (LNG). Zhao et al. [18] numerically studied the gasification process of super-critical liquefied natural gas in airfoil fin-based PCHEs, and analyzed the effects of the fin arrangement. Peng et al. [4] studied the conjugate heat transfer between trans-critical gasification of methane and condensation of propane in straight channel PCHE through a numerical method. However, very little research focuses on the liquefaction process of NG in PCHEs [19,20], and there is a lack of comprehensive investigations of channel configuration on flow and heat transfer performance under this specific condition.

Hence, in order to give the detailed effect of different types of channels on the flow and heat transfer characteristics during the liquefaction process of NG in PCHEs, we firstly establish five channels, namely straight, zigzag, fillet, sinusoidal and trapezoidal. Methane is selected as hot fluid because it is the main component of NG, and nitrogen is set as cold fluid due to its cheapness and safety in practical application. Bulk temperature and temperature difference between hot and cold fluid, as well as the local heat transfer coefficients, are calculated to explore the local heat transfer performance among different channels. After which the pressure loss, velocity, Reynolds number, turbulence kinetic energy and vortex structure are computed to study the local hydraulic characteristics. Furthermore, the comprehensive performance of different channels has been compared and it has provided guidance for the design of PCHEs.

2. Numerical Model

2.1. Computational Domain

Straight channel PCHE with semi-circular cross-section is first established. Counter-flow between hot and cold fluid is adopted to optimize the performance of heat exchange [12]. Figure 1 depicts the boundary conditions and geometry configuration of a double bank unit in the periodically distributed channels. For the flow of the hot and cold fluid, the boundaries of inlets and outlets are set as mass flow inlets and pressure
outlets, respectively [19]. The interior walls between the fluid and solid region are set as an interface (dash line in Figure 1b), upper and lower walls of the solid region are defined as periodic boundaries (Figure 1a), and all other exterior walls are set as adiabatic boundaries.

In this study, methane and nitrogen are specified as the heat source and heat sink, respectively. In addition, the mass flow rate of methane is 0.06 g/s with an operating pressure of 6 MPa, and that of nitrogen is 0.27 g/s with an operating pressure of 0.5 MPa [19]. To make the pseudo-critical point of methane appear at the midpoint of the channels, we pre-calculate the model and determine that the inlet temperature of methane and nitrogen are 230 K and 110 K, respectively. Therefore, the Reynolds number for hot fluid at inlet and outlet is about $5.3 \times 10^3$ and $1.3 \times 10^3$, while that for cold fluid at inlet and outlet is near $3.3 \times 10^4$ and $2.0 \times 10^4$, respectively.

![Figure 1. Boundary conditions and geometry configuration of a double bank unit in the straight PCHE. (a) Front view of cross section and (b) Side view along flow direction. The detail of geometry configuration is the following: $R = 0.8$ mm, $W = 2.1$ mm, $H = 2.8$ mm, $L = 221.4$ mm.](image1)

To further study the effect of the geometry configuration on flow and heat transfer characteristics, we establish four wavy-channel models (Figure 2) that share the same $R$, $W$, $H$, and the projection length on the $z$-axis with the straight channel. Detailed geometry parameters are listed in Table 1. Additionally, we add coupled extension segments of the fluid domain in the inlets and outlets to all the models (including the straight channel). The former is to obtain uniform distribution of flow velocity, and the latter is to avoid the influence of backflow.

![Figure 2. Computational domain of the four wavy channels. (a) Zigzag channel; (b) Fillet channel; (c) Sinusoidal channel (Sin channel); (d) Trapezoidal channel (Trape channel). Insert: top view of the wavy channel in a half period.](image2)
Table 1. Detailed geometry coefficients of the four wavy channels. All length units are in mm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geometry Parameter</th>
<th>Zigzag</th>
<th>Fillet</th>
<th>Sin</th>
<th>Trape</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Half wavelength $\lambda$</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude $A$</td>
<td>1.648</td>
<td>1.507</td>
<td>1.648</td>
<td>1.648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamfer radius $r$ (or Sweep length $L_{sw}$)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel length $L_{flow}$</td>
<td>229.212</td>
<td>228.312</td>
<td>230.662</td>
<td>245.970</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Computational Model

During the heat exchange process, methane has undergone a transition from a super-critical state to a liquefied state. According to Ma [20], there are no volume changes and no interface between the two states in the trans-critical process, therefore, the methane could be treated as a single-phase flow. Figure 3 shows the variation of thermo-physical properties of methane under working conditions. Since the focused properties drastically change with a temperature near the pseudo-critical point, we describe them through piecewise fitting, of which the fitting error is less than 1%. As for nitrogen and solid material, simple polynomial fitting is adopted because their thermal physical properties change gradually in the heat exchange process [21].

The Shear Stress Transport $k$-$\omega$ model (SST) is adopted to compute the turbulent flow of current fluids due to its suitability for trans-critical fluids and accuracy for both bulk and boundary layer regions [4,20,22–27]. The height of the first layer of the grid in the boundary region is carefully specified to ensure the grid fulfills the requirement of SST ($y^* < 1$).

In this work, we adopt FLUENT 15.0 to calculate the three-dimensional steady-state model, where a pressure-based solver and SIMPLE algorithm are utilized to compute the flow field, and the second-order upwind format is selected for convection terms. During computation, the inlet/outlet bulk temperature, mass flow rate and the heat flux between two channels are additionally monitored, when the residuals of all parameters are less than $10^{-6}$ and remain stable, the computation is considered to be converged.

2.3. Validation

Due to the lack of experimental results of trans-critical liquefaction of NG, and given that the NG can be treated as single-phase flow during this process [20], we finally adopted the data of coupling heat transfer of single-phase carbon dioxide in PCHEs to validate...
the current model [28]. Before validation, we first performed a mesh independence test on the single-phase model to ensure the grids had no effect on the calculation results (Figure 4a). When the mesh number increased from point C to D, the Logarithmic Mean Temperature Difference (LMTD) only increased by 0.39%, therefore, the grid’s number corresponding to point D was selected for subsequent calculations. The numerical results of the current model (Figure 4b,c) are highly consistent with the results in the literature [28], where the maximum relative error of bulk temperature and pressures are 0.77% and 18.28%, respectively, indicating the present model is feasible.

Figure 4. Validation of coupling trans-critical heat transfer process. (a) Mesh independence test. (b) Bulk temperature and (c) Pressure drop of current model and reference.

2.4. Mesh Independence Test

We conducted a mesh independence test separately for the nodes number in the cross-section and along the flow direction. The logarithmic mean temperature difference (LMTD) of the PCHE and the pressure drop of the hot fluid were chosen as the two criteria in this work. Figure 5 depicts that, for both criteria, the relative difference between the numerical results corresponding to points E and G is within 1.5%, so we chose the mesh number corresponding to point E.

Figure 5. The numerical results with different mesh number. (a) LMTD; (b) Pressure drop in hot channel.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Heat Transfer Characteristics

From Figure 6a, the temperature of hot fluid changes rapidly with the position in the entrance and exit segments of the channel, this is because the specific heat capacity of methane is relatively small in these locations. At the selected operating pressure, the pseudo-critical temperature of methane is 199.6 K, which is approximately at \( z = 131 \text{ mm} \) for all the channels. When the temperature of methane is in the range of trans-critical process, the hot fluid would release a large amount of heat due to the sharp increase in specific heat capacity (Figure 3), while the specific heat capacity of nitrogen did not change significantly, therefore, a plateau of temperature appears near the pseudo-critical point. After methane reaches the liquefied state, the distribution of temperature among the five channels begins to show differences. Finally, the trapezoidal channel achieved the maximum temperature drop of 66.0 K, the straight channel produces the minimum temperature drop of 56.4 K, and the remaining three channels achieve almost the same temperature drop, which is 60.0 K. As for the cold fluid, it is the trapezoidal channel that shows the most significant temperature
rise of nitrogen as well, and a corresponding smallest heat transfer temperature difference is illustrated in Figure 6b. In all the channels, the temperature difference between the hot and cold fluids changes severely with a position near the pseudo-critical point, which is also due to the dramatic change in the thermal physical properties of methane in the process of coupling trans-critical heat exchange.

Figure 6. The distribution of (a) Bulk temperature of hot and cold fluids and (b) Temperature difference along the flow direction among five channels.

Then we calculated the local convective heat transfer coefficients \( h \) and local heat transfer coefficients \( k \) for different types of channels (Figure 7). In all channels, the maximum local convective heat transfer coefficient of methane appears before the pseudo-critical point (ca. 110 mm), this is because the temperature of methane in the thermal boundary layer first reduces to the pseudo-critical point, where methane reaches the peak value of specific heat capacity [20]. However, on the cold fluid side, the variation of \( h \) with positions is less obvious compared to the hot fluids. The flow direction and velocity magnitude of the fluids would change at the corners of the wavy channels, this perturbation to the flow would greatly disrupt the structure of the thermal boundary layer and improve the local performance of heat transfer. Thus, the local convective heat transfer coefficients in these locations are higher than that in non-corner regions, which is shown in Figure 7a as the fluctuation of the coefficients \( h \) along the streamwise direction. Since the number of bends in the trapezoidal channel is twice that of the other three wavy channels, the fluids are most disturbed in this channel, and the fluctuation of the local convective heat transfer coefficients is most severe. The variation of local heat transfer coefficient \( k \) is similar to that of \( h \) in the hot channel, and the difference in the baselines of \( k \) among the channels mainly comes from the difference of \( h \) in the cold channel (Figure 7b). Of the five channels, the trapezoidal channel has the best heat transfer performance, followed by the zigzag, fillet and sinusoidal channels, with the straight channel last.

Figure 7. The distribution of (a) Local convective heat transfer coefficient \( h \) and (b) Local heat transfer coefficient \( k \) on both hot and cold sides along the flow direction in the five channels.
3.2. Flow Characteristics

In order to study the causes of resistance, we investigated the flow characteristics of hot and cold fluids in the process of heat exchange. Among the five channels, the trapezoidal channel has the longest total length and the largest number of corners, resulting in the largest pressure drop which is 3.0 times larger than that of the remaining three wavy channels and nearly 4.5 times larger than that of the straight channel (Figure 8a). Additionally, since the friction loss at the corners is larger than that at non-corners, the pressure drop gradient at these positions is larger, hence the pressure drop in the wavy channels shows a stepped distribution. During the trans-critical process, the density of methane increases sharply, leading to a rapid decrease in its velocity in the streamwise direction (Figure 8b). When the methane completely enters the liquefied zone, the variation of velocity tends to be flattened due to the slight changes in the density. Likewise, the Reynolds number of methane greatly descends near the pseudo-critical point (Figure 8c). It is worth noting that, among the five channels, velocity and Reynolds number of methane differ only after the fluid reaches its liquefied state, which is consistent with the temperature drop. The pressure drop and velocity of the cold fluid are much larger than those of the hot fluid (Figure 8d,e), this is caused by the difference in mass flow rate and thermal physical properties between the two working fluids. During the whole heat exchange process, although the velocity of nitrogen is increasing, its Reynolds number decreases along the flow direction (Figure 8f), which indicates that the effect of increasing viscous force is dominant.

Figure 8. Pressure, velocity and Reynolds number of the hot (a–c) and cold (d–f) fluids, respectively. The outlet pressure is set at 0 MPa in (a,d).

Figure 9 shows the turbulent kinetic energy contour of methane along the streamwise direction, the four cross-sections are located at \( z = 116.85 \text{ mm}, 129.15 \text{ mm} \) (near pseudo-critical point), 141.45 mm and 153.75 mm. The sections of the zigzag, fillet and sinusoidal channels are all at the bends, while the sections of the trapezoidal channel locate at its 1/4 period [16]. Along the flow direction, the reduction of flow velocity leads to a gradual decrease in the turbulent kinetic energy, while the existence of the bends makes the turbulent kinetic energy of the wavy channels significantly higher than that of the straight channel. There are obvious turbulent cores that appeared in all the wavy channels, and the morphology of the boundary layer is disturbed; it is the strong mixing effect that increases local friction loss and improves local heat transfer performance. Since the cross-section of the trapezoidal channel does not locate at the bends, of which the turbulent kinetic energy is slightly smaller than that of the other three wavy channels. However, the distribution of turbulent kinetic energy on the sections of the trapezoidal channel is still the most
inhomogeneous, which can also explain that methane has the largest pressure loss and largest temperature drop in the trapezoidal channel.

![Turbulent kinetic energy contour of methane along flow direction](image)

**Figure 9.** Turbulent kinetic energy contour of methane along flow direction in (a) Straight channel, (b) Zigzag channel, (c) Fillet channel, (d) Sinusoidal channel, (e) Trapezoidal channel.

The Q criterion ($Q = 10,000$) was adopted to obtain the vortex structure of the hot fluid among different channels in the range of $z = 92.25$ to $178.35$ mm (Figure 10). In all the wavy channels, the vortex intensity is larger at corners, which increases the local pressure drop gradient and local heat transfer performance at these locations. Part of the strong vortex vanishes as the flow develops at non-corners; therefore, the friction loss is reduced, and the heat transfer enhancement is weakened. The vortex in the trapezoidal channel is strongest, which is consistent with the results shown in Figures 7 and 8.

![Vortex structure of the hot fluid among four wavy channels](image)

**Figure 10.** Vortex structure of the hot fluid among four wavy channels.

### 3.3. Comprehensive Performance

To comprehensively evaluate the several channels, average surface heat transfer coefficient $U$, Fanning friction factor $f$ and Performance Evaluation Criteria (PEC) were adopted (Figure 11) as in references [29,30]. The average surface heat transfer coefficient $U$ can be calculated as:

$$U = \frac{q}{A\Delta T_{LMTD}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $q$ (W) is the heat transfer rate, $A$ (m²) is the heat transfer area, $\Delta T_{LMTD}$ (K) is the logarithmic mean temperature difference (LMTD) of bulk temperature. The detail can be found can be found in the reference of [17].

The Fanning friction factor $f$ is determined by Equation (2).

$$f = \frac{\Delta p D_h}{2L\rho m u_m^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)
where $\Delta p$ (Pa) is the pressure drop, $D_h$ (m) is the hydraulic diameter, $L$ (m) is the length of the fluid flowing, $\rho_m$ (kg·m$^{-3}$) is the mean density of fluid, $u_m$ (m·s$^{-1}$) is the mean velocity of fluid.

The Performance Evaluation Criteria (PEC) can be calculated as following:

\[
PEC = \left(\frac{Nu_{hot} / Nu_{hot,s}}{f_{hot} / f_{hot,s}}\right)^3
\]

\[
Nu_{hot} = \frac{h_{m,hot} D_h}{\lambda_{m,hot}}
\]

\[
h_{m,hot} = \frac{\dot{q}_{hot}}{A \Delta T_{hot}}
\]

where $Nu$ (-) is Nusselt number, $f$ (-) is the Fanning friction factor, $h_m$ (W·m$^{-2}$·K$^{-1}$) is the average convective heat transfer coefficient, $\lambda_m$ (W·m$^{-1}$·K$^{-1}$) is the mean thermal conductivity of fluid, $\dot{q}$ (W) is the heat transfer rate, $\Delta T$ (K) is the temperature difference of heat transfer, the subscript $hot$ represents the hot side, $s$ represents the straight channel. In addition, other detailed information can be found in the reference of [30].

Compared with the straight channel, the coefficients $U$ of the other four wavy channels can be improved by 10.26%, 10.83%, 12.90% and 31.44%, respectively. Although the coefficients $f$ would be increased by 56.82%, 20.45%, 22.73% and 281.82% in wavy channels. Consistent with previous results, the trapezoidal channel has the largest heat transfer coefficient and fanning friction factor. However, the PECs of the four wavy channels are all less than 1.0, indicating that the benefit of heat transfer enhancement could not offset the penalty of flow deterioration.

![Figure 11](image.png)

**Figure 11.** Comprehensive performance of the channels. (a) Average surface heat transfer coefficient and (b) Fanning friction factor in all the channels. (c) Performance Evaluation Criteria value of the wavy channels.

### 4. Conclusions

In this study, numerical methods are adopted to investigate the flow and heat transfer performance of PCHEs with straight, zigzag, fillet, sinusoidal and trapezoidal channels in the trans-critical liquefaction process of methane. The results indicate that:

1. The local heat transfer coefficients peak near the pseudo-critical point of NG among all the channels. Additionally, all the wavy channels can improve the heat transfer performance of PCHEs, where the largest enhancement is achieved by the trapezoidal channel. Compared with the straight channel, the local heat transfer coefficient will be increased by up to 53% in the trapezoidal channel.

2. The vortex will greatly increase the local pressure drop gradient in the wavy channels. The trapezoidal channel has the largest pressure loss which is 3.0 times larger than that of the remaining three wavy channels and nearly 4.5 times larger than that of the straight channel.

3. All the wavy channels can improve the performance of heat transfer by 10.26%, 10.83%, 12.90% and 31.44%, respectively; however, the benefit of the improvement cannot offset the penalty of flow deterioration.
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Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>amplitude (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_p$</td>
<td>specific heat (J/kg K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>Fanning friction factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLNG</td>
<td>floating liquefied natural gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h$</td>
<td>local convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m$^2$ K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>local heat transfer coefficient (W/m$^2$ K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{flow}$</td>
<td>channel length (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_s$</td>
<td>sweep length (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMTD</td>
<td>logarithmic mean temperature difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNG</td>
<td>liquefied natural gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NG</td>
<td>natural gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>pressure (Pa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCHEs</td>
<td>printed circuit heat exchangers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEC</td>
<td>performance evaluation criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>chamfer radius (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SST</td>
<td>SST k-$\omega$ model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>bulk temperature ($^\circ$C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u$</td>
<td>velocity (m/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U$</td>
<td>average surface heat transfer coefficient (W/m$^2$ K)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Greek

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>half wavelength (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>dynamic viscosity (kg/m s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>density (kg/m$^3$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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